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1. Overview:
Ludo poly is a game with concept of Ludo, it is a traditional board game, typically of a square
shaped board that originated from India, the game war between the players whose pawns will
go into the triangulated home by using dice numbers to move ahead, the gameplay includes
trading and purchasing of Cities (cells) which the player can own the cities.

2. Target audience
Age – 8+

3. Genre
Board game

4. Platform
Android, iOS

5. Business model
This will be a free to play game with
Micro-transactions,
Subscription
Rewarded video ads.
Ad banners

6. Objective
The object of the game is to become the wealthiest player in the game through buying, renting,
and selling property and a first Player to move all 4 pawns into the home from their base.

7. Gameplay
All the cells represent Top cities in the world. When landed on, the player has the option to
purchase the property from the bank
Players take turns in a clockwise order; highest roll of dice 6 will starts the game
Each Roll, the player decides which piece to move. A piece Pawn simply moves in a clockwise
direction around the track given by the number on dice. If no piece can legally move according
to the number thrown, play passes to the next player.

The player may land on a tax space and will pay the tax described
A player must roll the dice for a 6 to move a piece from the starting his zone onto the first Cell
on the track. The piece moves 6 squares around the circuit beginning with the appropriately
colored start cell (and the player then has another turn).
If a player has a piece or pieces in play, they can move any one of their pieces 1 to 6 spaces
along the path according to the number they roll.

8. Rules
If a player’s pawn lands on an opponent’s pawn, the opponent’s pawn is killed and sent back to
their base where he must roll a six again in order to move it out onto the starting cell.
10 - 15 secs will be given for playing each turn and 4 skips will make player out of the game
After the decision, the first server should roll the die. If he gets 6 dots on rolling the dice, he will
release one of his pawns and will roll the dice once more. If he gets another 6, he will release
another coin from his base and rolls again.
In case the first server does not get 6 dots on rolling the dice, he will not be able to utilize other
numbers unless any of his pawn is out of the base. In this situation, he will pass the turn to his
opponent/next player
There is no safe mode cell as a rule of ludo, but if you buy the Cell (City) that would be your safe
cell – No one else will kill you
Rules of the 6’s.
● If a six is rolled, the player can choose to either move a piece out of his base onto the
start position or move a piece that is in play.
● Anytime a six is rolled, the player gets an extra roll after his move.
● If a six is rolled three times in a row, the player loses his turn.
City – City names and their prices
Rate of each land
-

depends on the GDP of city,
closer the city to the pawn home space, lesser the price of the city
if a player kills the opponent/another player, he will be rewarded with level-based
currency

Scenario1:
If you own a cell and you are in the same cell, even if the opponent lands in that cell, you will not
be killed instead, he will pay rent.

Scenario 2:
3rd person enters the same cell where the above two players are there, the player who doesn't
own the cell will be killed and 3rd player will pay the rent

8.1 Ludo board
The board acts as the court of Ludo. It has 4 square-shaped bases. Each base is allocated to one
player with 4 coins of the same color
Ludo has a track that consists of 52 slots (city - lands) including 4 home stops (with arrows) or 4
safe slots (with stars). Lastly, it has 4 rectangular home runs (one for each pocket) that are
considered the finishing steps.
The Ludo pawns are 16 in number. They have 4 different colors: green, blue, red, and yellow. As
per the rules of Ludo, each player should have 4 pawns of the same color before he starts the
game.

8.2. Dice
This is a six-sided small cube. Each side has a different number of dots that range from 1 to 6.
Team composition and position of players in Ludo

Image: Dice
Pawns:

8.3. Winning
The first person to move all 4 pawns into the home triangle wins or bankrupt other players.
if 4 players are playing
1st to complete the game: more than half of the earnings ex: if its room-2 (which is 200coins per
each) , then player wins 500 coins
2nd player wins 200 coins
And 3rd player with 100 coins
as we should not close the room when first player wins the game.

8.4. Set of features:
Power of pawns (4 powers initially, random to player)
Buy Lands (level-based currency)
Renting lands - Collect rent fees

8.5. Power ups
To obtain a special power player need to fill the whole energy bar.
This can happen only when the player rolls 6
1. Shield
Benefits
Shield – Need to have 2 people land on you to die

Drawback
Cannot kill player on this turn

2. Skip –
Benefits
It indicates someone to skip their turn

Drawback
Next turn will be missed.

3. Roller
Benefits
When the roller power is activated, the result of the number is multiplied by 2.

Drawback

4. Twice /Move double
Benefits
double the roll – Player get one more chance to roll the dice

Drawback
Player can only move the same pawn that was used after powerup.

Stacking pieces to block enemy players. (optional)
Sending a piece to the Start base by “kicking” the enemy piece (Landing on the same space as
that piece on your final move). These actions are optional in game and can be choose as House
Rules before a game.
Forward Kick: Removing an enemy piece by landing on the same square in the final square as
part of forward progression.
Home Kick: The player can, provided they have the exact number of steps, move into the Home
Stretch of an enemy player and kick them back to the Start Base. This can be done as a Forward
or Back Kick.
Back Kick: Choosing to remove an enemy piece by deliberately moving back, provided the
distance the piece is capable of moving allows it.
Slide Kicks: Landing on a parallel and opposing space to an opponent and choosing to move to
that space (this excludes the color-coded Home Stretch.). This move can be combined with a
forward or backward motion, or already executed forward or back kick, provided the conditions
allow it.
Icons

9. Flow of the game
⮚ Launch
⮚ Login via fb/ google play/ apple Appstore/ guest account
⮚ Player profile creation
⮚ Reward for profile creation
⮚ Daily reward
⮚ Daily Spin
⮚ Play with AI/ Play with world players/ play with friends (later option)
⮚ Entry fee + (x coins room, xx coins room, xxxx)

⮚ coin room
⮚ Choose the room
⮚ Wait for opponents/ai
⮚ Gameplay
⮚ Winnings/losings

City names

Gameplay Concept UI

10. Cities and their GDP

11.Currency
Two types of currency
Coins-- each player owns coins via profile\
Level based currency - in each game player is rewarded all players does have same amount of
currency
Either
1st turn $1000

2nd turn $1050
3rd turn $1100
4th turn $1150
What if player empties his wallet?
-

Earn via renting out

-

Selling the cell

-

Watching a reward video ad

bankrupt
He can play up to -x
In game currency (Coins)
Level based currency
Real currency

In game currency (Coins)
VVIO -

Image: Coins_1

Level based currency

Image: Game currency_2

12. Key elements
● Dice
● Pawns
● Board (slot - Lands)

Image: Power bar

13. Play options
-

Play with AI
Play with the world players (Random)
Play with Social friends (Facebook/Gmail/ other social communities)
Play with your family & friends via sharing the otp code to connect

14.Betting system
Modes:
Two players
Players vs AI
4 players
Players vs player (Friend), when playing on the same device - Offline mode
Each mode has separate betting rooms, these betting rooms will be unlocked via coins.

14.1. Betting rooms:
Room 1 - 200coins
Room 2 - 500
Room 3 – 1000
Room 4 – 5000
For 2 player room all the winning
number of coins goes to one player who wins the game
For 3 player game room – when player play against their local friends
-

1st winner will get more than half amount of the coins
2nd winner will get the bet amount (what he bets)
3rd winner nothing will get just zero

For 4 players
1st to complete the game: more than half of the earnings ex: if its room-2 (which is 200coins per
each), then player wins 500 coins
2nd player wins 200 coins
And 3rd player with 100 coins
4th player 0 - coins
Create rooms with your friends by generating the code
As you can create/ join the room and share the code to your friends.

Image _Select the Pawn screen

Image _Room creation 1

15.Reward system
•
•
•

If a player kills the opponent/another player, he will be rewarded with level-based
currency – X number of coins (100)
Daily rewards
o X (100) amount of coins
Daily spin – free for day

Image _ Daily spin
If the player wants to retry the spin, he needs to watch the ad video
Player can use via tickets.
o Coin packs in spin
▪ 100
▪ 200
▪ 300
▪ 500
▪ 1000
o Extra turn (Roll the dice),

o
•
•

Cosmetics for pawn

For the profile registration – Player will get x amount coins (100)
If the player wants the double the earning, he needs to watch rewarded ad videos.

15.1. Rewarded video
The ad usually lasts around 10 to 15 seconds, making them more digestible to the viewer.

16.Inventory System
All the reward that player can get stored in inventory system

17.Multiplayer
-

Multiplayer rooms
League’s

● Player vs Computer
● Player vs player – 2 players
● 4 players
● Player vs others (same device)
This game offers both single and multiplayer options to gamers. It provides an opportunity
for gamers to play the game with their family and friends. This is the best way to cherish and
relive the memories of their childhood. In case of the absence of a partner, the player can
play in a single mode. Admin panel searches for an available partner and plays the game
testing the skills across the globe.

18.Cosmetics
With the coins and points and with the real money
Pawns
Boards

Colors
Styles
Texture
Costumes
Equipment’s

-

Style
Color / Theme

-

Layouts

Dice
-

Color
Style
Variant textures

19.Key Features
19.1. Bonus:
Bonuses are provided daily. If the users are playing the game daily, they may get a huge bonus
after some time. Using the bonus coins, the users may be able to buy extra resources for the
game.

19.2. Challenge:
The option allows the player to join a board where opponents are already present. All opponent
tables which are ready to play can be seen under the challenge option. A player can create a
challenge for other players.

19.3. Valid moves
If the token is at home, then it can only accept 6 as a valid move.
Token moves if the move is valid.

20.Modes of play
20.1. Local Player mode:
The user can play the game with their friends over the same device (Phone, Tab) by using this
mode

20.2. Computer mode:
In this mode the computer is selected as the opponent player and is one of the simplest modes
to play in.

20.3. Private Board:
Create a private board and provide a join code to your friends with whom you want to play.

20.4. Offline Mode:
It gives access to your users to use your app in offline mode. This means that internet
connectivity shouldn’t be needed to use the functionalities of the application. Hence, playing
with friends and family can be possible even without internet connectivity.

21.Missions:
The missions in ludo are various game levels and challenges which are conceived to make the
game more addictive as one is rewarded with bonus points and codes to unlock various exciting
features and themes after winning over the challenges. The Missions have a turnaround time
limit that needs to be adhered in order to maximize the rewards.

22. Tournament:
In Ludo one can facilitate a tournament inviting other players to play with you, or else you can
participate in a tournament. One can participate in a Ludo tournament by paying an entry fee
and then stands a chance to win the tournament and get rewarded for the same

23. Game room management
A room is where a group of players plays a particular game. A player that joins the room first or
enters first is called game or room host.
If there is more than one player in the room and the host decides to leave the room, then
usually the system automatically chooses another player in the room as a host and this event is
notified to all players in room
Once the player is said to be in the room, the player starts receiving events for any player
entering or leaving the room, or any room-property changes such as the host setting a different
map to play, etc. The players can also chat with each other when they are in a game room

24. Board – Layout
Aquatic: An ocean /naval inspired board.
Aerial: A board themed around Hills and skylines
Haze: A desert inspired board.

Ludo board Image _1

Ludo board Image _2

Land base

Land cells_1

The Players
The Pieces must move in a clockwise manner, cell by cell, based on the total dice roll and dice
rules.
Moving pieces individually per turn.
Functional requirements:

1. Users can create a game and invite their friends to join his game with a unique code
2. Users should be able to join a game with a unique code.
3. At most 4 years can only join a game.
4. Players can roll dice, move their pawns, and valid actions against the results of dice.
Player
•

Start a game weather it should be a multiplayer or single player

•

Turn game music On or off

•

Turn game sound effects on or off

•

Select how many players and computer to play against

•

If a multiplayer is selected. select the color and name

•

Do a turn. During his/her turn, a player may

•

Roll the dice. Move his/her pawn/piece

•

Load/save a game in progress

•

Chat with friends

Performance requirement
Response time
There will not be a delay greater than 3 seconds between a user initiating an action, and the
system performing it.

25. Global ranking
26. Offers
27. Monetization methods
Ad Management module
Fixed percentage model
Earn and refer model
In App Purchases
Earn Through Referral Model
The admin usually has a feature that allows users to earn through introducing new members to
the game through referral links hence increasing the game's revenue in turn.

28. IAP’s
•

Customizations –
o To upgrade/ update Pawn
o To upgrade/ update Ludo board
o To upgrade/ update Dice
o Daily coin packs
o Premium coins - which you can collect in gameplay.
o Subscription model – weekly and monthly bases
o Combo packs –
o Seasonal packs

29. Social features
•
•
•
•

Connect with Friends through social media - Facebook
Chat system
Make a friend in the game & and can make purchase and sell the lands (city)
And can also share the coins with the in – game friends

29.1. Socialization
Player can add their friends in game by inviting them
The player will get reward of token coins whenever a player can add or make a friend in
game.
Add your friends through social Communication platforms
•
•

Facebook
Twitter

•
•

Instagram
YouTube

29.2. Chat system
•
•

Text Chat
Video chat

Player can chat with his in-game friends at anytime
Note: The chat system is enabled when the player is accomplished their first task

30. In game Notifications
The game will send you various alerts or reminders about your game.
About
Rewards
Coins
Currency
Dice

In game info
City /Land
New updates
Trading
Chat Notification
Info about friends’ activities in game
Friend request

Promotions
Events
Offers
Seasons
Wishes

